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The ageing phenomena of the 21st century has witnessed the older adults living a

longer lifespan than the previous generations. The older adults experience

normative changes in many of their life domains; physical, psychosocial, emotional,

cognitive, behavioural and environmental. In the process, the older adults form

beliefs, attitudes, feelings and perform behaviours that influence their perception

towards ageing and well-being that requires additional knowledge and adjustments.

Self-perceptions refers personal evaluation of own age and the ageing process and

an integration of thoughts, feelings, and memories towards physical change,

psychosocial loss and psychological growth domains either as a direct experience or

by observation (Laidlaw, Power & Schmidt, 2007). Subjective well-being represents

what makes life good and desirable according to one's own criteria (Diener, 2013).

It represents an outstanding life satisfaction and an optimum set of presence of

positive emotions and relative absence of negative emotions and a high level of

one’s perception in relation to self, others and the environment. Previous studies

have positively linked self-perceptual evaluations of the immediate environmental

characteristics with subjective well-being. However, others have indicated

contrasting results across regions and nations. Research into self-perception towards

ageing and subjective well-being of older adults is at advanced stage around the

world. Most of the available information is found in studies conducted in the west;

with a few done in the developing countries such as Kenya

INTRODUCTION 

This causal-comparative study aimed at determining the relationship between self-

perception towards ageing and subjective well-being of older adults

OBJECTIVE

Participants and procedure

This causal comparative study was conducted in Kajulu electoral ward which is cosmopolitan; consisting of peri-urban and rural populations of both indigenous people and

migrants. A cluster (sub-locations) sampling with proportionate stratification was used to adequately represent the diverse living situations of the older adults. The sample

consisted of 140 non-pensionable Kenyans (>65yrs) who were not formally employed and those receiving a monthly stipend of 18.17 $ from the Kenyan government Older

Persons Cash Transfer program (GOK, 2011).

Self-Perception towards Ageing: Self-perception towards ageing was measured using a modified Attitude to Ageing Questionnaire (AAQ) (Laidlaw, Power & Schmidt, 2007).

The questionnaire has three domains of physical change, psychosocial loss, and psychological growth. The physical change subscale assesses older adults’ perception toward

physical functioning related to health exercise, and the experience of ageing itself. The psychosocial loss subscale focuses on losses relevant to older adults in psychological and

social aspects. Psychological Growth subscale has a positive focus that reflects on gains related to self and others. Scores on each of the three domains were transformed,

analyzed and computed into corresponding items of physical change, psychosocial loss and psychological gain and finally into an overall self-perception towards ageing of older

adults. The physical change and psychological growth domains are positively worded with higher score indicating more positive perception towards ageing; whereas the

psychosocial loss domain is negatively worded with higher scores indicating more negative perception.

Subjective Well-being: Subjective well-being is a multi-dimensional concept consisting of cognitive and emotional appraisal relating to older adult’s life experiences. The

emotional appraisals reflect on an individual positive and negative emotional feeling experienced within a short time frame. The satisfaction with life dimension represents the

cognitive appraisal of specific domains in a person's life over a relatively long period of recall. Accordingly, two scales were used; satisfaction with life scale (Diener, Emmons,

Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) and the presence of positive emotions and relative absence of negative emotions schedule A (Thompson, 2007).

The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS): SWLS measures the cognitive-judgmental process of satisfaction with life experiences. The scores are interpreted in terms of absolute

as well as relative life satisfaction ranging from being extremely dissatisfied with life to extremely satisfied. The scores on the satisfaction with life scale were computed as group

data for the sampled population.

The Positive Affect and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS): PANAS consists of positive affect and negative affect that represent independent constructs ranging from low to

high levels of emotional experience during the past few weeks. For the positive affect, higher score represents a higher level of positive affect while lower scores for the negative

affect represents lower levels of negative affect. Low positive affect scores reflect sadness and weariness whereas high positive affect scores reflect high energy, full

concentration, and pleasurable engagement. Low negative affect scores describe a state of calmness whereas high negative affect scores suggest subjective distress and

unpleasant engagement.

Further, to establish the level of subjective well-being, the responses on the SWLS and PANAS were computed into a single score of the overall subjective well-being.

MMETHOD

The descriptive statistics reveal majority of older adults have a neutral perception in two domains of physical change (89%, n = 124; (M = 3.65, SD = .28) and psychological growth (66%, n = 92; M =3.63, SD = .41). The findings showed

a widespread response that is skewed towards negative perception towards psychosocial loss domain (68%, n = 95; M =2.29, SD = .49) indicating an introspective preoccupation with problems, deficits, losses and decline of the ageing

self as shown in Table 1

Secondly, majority of older adults indicated being dissatisfied with life (81%, n= 114, M = 2.53, SD = .45), experiencing a little presence of positive affect (41%, n=58, M = 2.70, SD = 1.08) and a little relative absence of negative affect

(79%, n = 114; M = 1.46, SD = .58). Moreover, 50% of the older adults experience a poor health status (n= 70; 50%, M = 1.84, SD = .69) with none indicating having either a good or very good self-perceived health which translates to

low levels of subjective well-being (74%, n = 103, M = 2.24, SD = .42) as seen in Table 2

The correlations analyses was conducted to establish association between self-perception towards ageing and subjective well-being. A scatter plot mapping shows a downhill trend with somewhat scattered plots in a wider band indicating

the presence of a weak and negative linear relationship as presented in Figure 1. However the Pearson correlation in Table 3 reveal insignificant negative correlation (r = -.157, p = .064) between self-perception towards ageing (M = 3.19,

SD = .17) and subjective well-being (M= 2.24, SD = .42).

Further, regression analysis in Table 4 show that the relative absence of negative affect (β = .326, p = < .001) was the strongest predictor of subjective well-being, followed by presence of positive affect (β = .321, p = < .001) and finally the dimension of satisfaction with 

life (β = .317, p = < .001). On the contrary the demographic characteristics did not reveal themselves as predictive variables. 

RESULTS 

CONCLUSION 

This study has implications for policy and practice efforts on promoting older adults

subjective well-being. The findings indicate that intrapersonal variables from within

the individual; cognitive and emotional variables are the predictors of subjective

well-being. Therefore, the study suggests inclusion of psychological interventions

and strategies in government program involving ageing persons. In addition,

previous studies have given an indication that concepts of self-perception towards

ageing and subjective well-being is contoured within the context of time and space.

Therefore, the current study proposes for a longitudinal study using a larger sample

size and a wider geographical area on the correlation between self-perception

towards ageing and subjective well-being of older adults. This will allow for

comparison and generalization of data with previous scholarly studies.
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